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From: Commanding General, I Marine Expeditionary Force
To: Distribution List

Subj: I MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE RESILIENCE ORDER

Ret: (a) Message to the Force 2017: Seize the Initiative, 7 Feb 2017

(b) 2017 CMC Institutional-Level Task List for Deputy Commandants and
Commanders, 7 Feb 2017

(c) FRAGO 1/2016: Advance to Contact, 19 Jan 2016

(d) I MEF FY1S-19 Campaign Plan Commander’s Guidance

Ce) I MEF Policy Letter 8-17

(f) CJCSI 3405.2

(g) MCO 1500.61 Marine Leader Development

(hi MCO 5351.1 Combat and Operational Stress Control Program

Ci) MCO 1320.11G Sponsorship Program

(5) MCO 1754.9A UPFRP
(k) MCRP 6-11C COSC
(1) MCO 3504.2A, OPREP-3 Reporting, 7 Aug 2013
Cm) MCO 3900.18, Human Research Protection Program (HRPP), 21 Jan 2011
(n) MARADMIN 558/16 (including change via MARADMIN 672/16)
(0) MCO 1500.60 Force Preservation Council (FPC) Program

End: (1) Standardized FoF Data Category Definitions
(2) Standardized FoF Reporting Format
(3) standardized Monthly F0F Analysis Reporting Templates

1. Situation

a. Resiliency of the force is the underpinning of our operational
readiness and is directly linked to our wart ighting success. This order
builds on that foundation by addressing key elements in the development and
preparation of our Marines, Sailors, and their families necessary for them to
succeed in their units and in life.

b. This order establishes a common understanding and a set of standards
to identify, track, and report Fitness of the Force (F0F) information
required to build resiliency across I Marine Expeditionary Force.

c. Resiliency is a process that enables us to overcome adversity and
thrive in the face of uncertainty. Resilience is dynamic, it develops over
time and it is not easily measured. As leaders and as individuals, we must
recognize our baseline and continuously strive to “steel our spirits”, so
that we can be effective in our profession and in life.

2. Mission. Leaders understand the nuances of resilience, and create a
climate that develops resiliency in their Marines, Sailors, and families.

3. Execution

a. Commander’s Intent and Concept of Operations
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(1) commander’s Intent

(a) Purpose. To provide a common framework that guides
resiliency development and assists leaders to ensure all Marines, Sailors,
and their families “achieve their full potential, and prepare them for long-
term personal and professional success.” Intent is to maintain a balanced
approach, affording Commanders maximum flexibility to tailor training and
support to the units and families’ needs while implementing a standard set of
requirements.

(b) Endstate. Leaders have set conditions for all Marines,
Sailors, and their families to be resilient in their professional and
personal lives.

(2) Concept of Operations

(a) Engaged leadership, deliberate development, holistic training
and education, and consistent self-assessment and accountability will ensure
I MEF remains a resilient and ready force.

(b) The development of our Marines and Sailors is a deliberate
process that hinges on leaders knowing their men and women as individuals,
understanding their strengths and weaknesses, and assisting them to optimize
their performance and adaptability.

(c) Leaders ensure Marines, Sailors, and their families
understand the elements of Fitness (physical, mental, social, and spiritual)
and the programs and services available to strengthen them. Leaders improve
Marines’ and Sailors’ critical thinking and problem solving skills in concert
with a ‘steady application of demanding realistic training’ and a holistic
approach that includes Professional Military Education (PME) and off-duty
training and education.

(d) Leaders continuously assess the effectiveness of their
resilience development and leverage the use of force preservation boards to
collectively assess progress and share situational awareness of their FOF
within I MEF.

(e) As Marines we must hold ourselves and fellow Marines and
Sailors accountable for maintaining the self-discipline, mutual respect and
professional competence necessary to immediately respond to crisis or
contingency. This can only be accomplished in an environment of trust,
cohesion, and selfless commitment.

b. Tasks

(1) Commanding Officers

(a) In accordance with reference (g) , will deliberately integrate
the six functional areas of Marine Leader Development into operations,
training, and unit activities.

(b) Establish a ‘new join’ program for Marines, Sailors, and
their families. Within 30 days of arrival provide orientation briefs for
Marines, Sailors and their families. This should be a command led program
that is supported as required by Marine Corps Community Services(MCCS) and
Marine & Family Team Building.
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Cc) Establish a process to ensure a full medical record review is
conducted for each ‘new join’ to a command. The medical record review should
focus on both the physical and mental health history of each Marine and Sailor
and shall be conducted by the unit’s medical staff upon check-in to the
medical department.

Cd) In accordance with reference (o) , establish a Force
Preservation Council process that incorporates a thorough review of risk
factors for each individual Marine and Sailor. For Marines and Sailors being
transferred, Commanders shall use the FPC Hand-off Tool in MDL to facilitate
and document passing force preservation POC information for transferring
Marines. This data shall be entered into MDL by the losing command for each
transferring Marine, no earlier than 14 days prior to transfer as set forth
in MARADMIN 675/16.

Ce) Leverage service programs that build resilience assisted by I
MEF Force Preservation Directorate (FPD) and provided by Chaplains, Embedded
Preventative Behavioral Health (EPBH) staff and Marine & Family Programs.

(f) Share initiatives, lessons learned, and best practices with
MEF, adjacent, and subordinate commands.

(g) Instruct junior leaders in the use of supporting tools to
assist them in building resilience and understanding the FOF (e.g., Leadership
Toolkits at https; f/www.usmcu.edu/lli/marine-leader-development/leadership
tools/leadership-toolkits)

(h) Follow procedures that support FoF situational awareness
sharing (data collection, analysis, and reporting) . See coordinating
instructions for additional details.

(i) Provide a copy of all suicide attempts and death by suicide
‘Eight Day-Briefs’ (as defined in reference (n)) to the I MEF FPD.

(2) MSC Commanding Generals and MSE Commanders

(a) Ensure your MSC/MSE is appropriately represented at the I MEF
Quarterly Force Preservation Roundtable.

(b) Participate in the I MEF Quarterly Force Preservation Board
(QFPB) along with your senior enlisted leader or appointed representative.

(3) MEF Chaplain

(a) Provide coordination and support to the I MEF FPD in the
development and sustainment of resiliency efforts

(b) Participate in the I MEF QFPB.

(4) MEF Surgeon

(a) Provide coordination and support to the I MEF FPD in the
development and sustainment of resiliency efforts.

(b) Participate in the I MEF QFPB.

(5) MEF Family Readiness Officer (FRO)
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(a) provide coordination and support to the I MEF FPD in the
development and sustainment of resiliency efforts.

(b) Participate in the I MEF QFPB.

c. Coordinating Instructions

(1) I MEF Force PreserVation Directorate (FPD) The mission of the I
MEF FPD is to assist the Commanding General building resilience of the force
by assessing the FoF and in implementing collective actions that develop
individual, unit and family resilience. The objective is to enable sharing
of best practices, trends and initiatives across the MEF in order to inform
the I MEF Commander’s decisions and prepare the I MEF Commander for the QFPB
and the Executive Force Preservation Board.

(a) Function The priorities and operations of the I MEF FPD are
determined by the guidance and direction of the I MEF Commanding General.
The organization includes the following representatives:

1. I MEF Sexual Assault and Response Coordinator (SARC) The
I MEF SARC provides oversight of the sexual assault awareness, prevention,
response, training, and victim care capability. Additionally, the SARC
monitors I MEF compliance with Navy and Marine Corps requirements, develops
program guidance, oversees incident reporting, and manages taskers.

2. I MEF Eaual Opportunity Advisor (EOA) The I MEF EOA
provides information and assistance on all I MEF equal opportunity matters;
including allegations of discrimination, sexual harassment, and hazing.
Additionally, the EOA monitors the I MEF eaual opportunity climate,
identifies trends, develops program guidance, directly assists equal
opportunity representatives, oversees incident reporting, and provides
training.

3. I MEF Safety Director The I MEF Safety Director provides
subject matter expertise and oversight of all I MEF safety programs, to
include: aviation, ground, safety and occupational health, industrial
hygiene, ergonomics, traffic safety, recreation, and radiation. Additionally,
the Safety Director monitors reporting, reviews all safety initiatives,
analyzes data, identifies trends, develops policy, and offers recommendations
for risk mitigation and prevention of mishaps.

4. I MEF Combat and Operational Stress Control (COSC)
Regional Training Coordinator (RTC) The I MEF COSC RTC provides guidance and
assistance on all COSC related matters within I MEF. Additionally, the RTC
conducts training for I MEF units, including Operational Stress Control and
Readiness (OSCAR) Master Trainer and Train-the-Trainer courses; and monitors
the implementation of C0SC requirements.

5. I MEF Embedded Preventive Behavioral Health (EPBH)
Director The I MEF EPBH Director provides subject matter expertise and
administers direct coordination of all I MEF EPBH assets, policies, and
initiatives. Programmatic areas may include, but are not limited to:
resilience, substance abuse, suicide-related behavior, relationships, sleep
hygiene, etc. Additionally, the EPBH Director oversees and verifies data
collection, analysis, and reporting; ensures compliance with Navy and Marine
Corps regulations, develops policy, and offers strategic recommendations for
risk mitigation and increased resilience.
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(b) Coordination I MEF FPD operations are also informed and
supported by coordinated lines of communication and effort with the following
entities:

(1) I MEF Family Readiness Officer
(2) I MEF Force Surgeon
(3) I MEF Chaplain
(4) I MEF Lines of Operation (LOO)
(5) Marine Corps Installations West
(6) Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center Twentynine Palms
(7) Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
(8) Headquarters, Marine Corps Marine & Family Programs Division
(9) Marine Forces Pacific G-l0
(10) Headquarters, Marine Corps G-l0

(2) FOF Metrics Standards

(a) Data Collection. Compile and submit monthly data as follows:

Figure 1: Reportable Data (defined in end. (1) or applicable reference)
Required Reportable Data Reference

Sexual Assault (Unrestricted I Restricted) Encl(l)
Hazing (Reported / Substantiated) MCD 1700.283
Discrimination (Reported / Substantiated) MCD P5354.10
Sexual Harassment (Reported / MCD P5354.10
Substantiated)
Ground Mishaps (Class A, B, C) MCD P5102.13
Aviation Mishaps (Class A, B, C) OPNAVINST 3750.6S
Suicide Ideations Encl(l)
Suicide Attempts Encl(l)
Deaths by Suicide Encl(l)
Domestic Violence Encl(l)
Child Maltreatment Encl(l)
Driving Under the Influence Encl(l)

11icit Positive Urinalyses Results End (1)

(b) Data Analysis Utilize the monthly required reportable data
to conduct analysis, identify unit trends and requirements. Leverage MSC EPBH
Analysts to synthesize data, conduct statistical analysis, and develop
evidence based recommended courses of action. Ensure all analysis is approved
and conducted in compliance with reference (m) . Cross-verification of
multiple data sources is encouraged as a best practice in order to ensure
accuracy and resolve identified discrepancies within the monthly reportable
data. Supplementary monthly data collected from Headquarters Marine Corps,
Marine Corps Installations West and MCAGCC Twentynine Palms may be a accessed
via the I MEF FPD if the following requirements from reference (m) are
satisfied by the requesting individual: (1) prior approval obtained via HQMC
Human Research Protection Program (HRPP) to use the requested data, and (2)
performs actions with the data provided solely in compliance with an approved
HRPP protocol. The monthly data includes the following categories; suicide-
related behavior, domestic violence and child maltreatment, driving under the
influence, and positive urinalyses results.

(c) Data Reporting Prepare and submit reports to the I MEF FPD,
via the chain of command, no later than the fourth Friday of each month.
Reports will include monthly data, statistical analysis and findings, unit
trends, and recommended courses of action. The standardized format for these
reports is set forth within enclosures (l)-(3)

C
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(3) FOF Assessment, Information and Data Sharing

(a) I NSF Quarterly Force Preservation Roundtable Serves as I
NEF FPD’s forum to assess readiness, coordinate actions, and share resiliency
efforts. The meetings will be chaired by the I NSF FPD Director and also
serve as a forum to generate and prepare topics for the I NSF Quarterly Force
Preservation Boards. The designated MSC/NSE representatives and the I NSF
FPD participate in Quarterly Force Preservation Roundtable meetings.
Additional unit and stakeholder representatives will participate as
requested.

(b) I MEF Quarterly Force Preservation Board (QFPB) Serves as I
MEF’s leadership forum to identity, discuss, and direct actions to mitigate
issues affecting the readiness and resiliency of the force. Command
representatives will submit deliverables in the requested format, and by the
identified suspense date, in order to prepare a consolidated brief that will
inform the I MEF Commander on readiness and resilience efforts across I MEF.
All MSC commanders and their senior enlisted representative shall attend.
Additionally, senior representation from Marine & Family Programs and MCI-
West shall be invited to each QFPB.

4. Administration and Logistics Directives issued by this Headquarters are
published and distributed electronically.

5. Command and Sigxial

a. Command

(1) This Order is applicable to all I NSF commands.

(2) The point of contact is the I NSF FPD Director at (760) 763-2717.

b. Signal. This Order is effective the date signed.

WIS A. AROTTA
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